Mirror Focus Workshop - On Demand Event
*Turn the Mirror Magic on*

From November 11 - 13, 2016

Day 1:
Session 1  (4 hrs 48 min)

- Introduction and welcome by Jaime Leal-Anaya
- Ramtha Video Teaching: October 5, 2001, “Blue College Follow-Up”
- Instructions: Refine your List and make 2 cards for Mirror Focus as Ram instructed
- Focus Session: C&E® - Candle Focus - Mirror Focus Process
  (C&E and mirror work led by Ramtha, from Assay III Progressive, 3/21/2003)
- Optional late night discipline: Blue Webs Mirror Focus
  Holding the state of trance, draw blue webs on the body, frontal lobe, and face as Ramtha instructed in the teaching, and engage in Mirror Focus as long as you desire during the night.
  Lay down into Twilight/sleep when you are ready

  *Turn the mirror magic on … through the looking glass, into the Eye of God!*

Day 2:
Session 1  (1 hr 30 min)

- Video clip animation of Dark Matter:
  “The Cosmic Web: What does the universe look like at a VERY large scale?”
  [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=74IysSs3RGU](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=74IysSs3RGU)
- Focus Session: River of Infrared OBE Process / Twilight®

Session 2, Part I  (1 hr 54 min)


Session 2, Part 2  (1 hr 16 min)

- Focus Session: C&E® - Candle Focus - Mirror Focus Process
  (C&E and mirror work led by Ramtha, from Assay III Progressive, 3/21/2003)
Session 3  (2 hrs 47 min)
- Focus Session: Neighborhood Walk®, “I have always been my future Now…”
- Focus Session: Candle Focus - Mirror Focus Process

Session 4  (2 hrs 20 min)
  (JZ shows first orb pictures captured at RSE in 2002)
- Focus Session: Candle Focus - Mirror Focus – Laydown / Twilight®

Day 3:
Session 1  (1 hr 23 min)
- Video clip on Dark Matter:
  “Major New Cosmic Simulation: Why it's Significant” [6:12]
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=32qqEzBG9OI
- Focus Session: C&E® - Candle Focus - Mirror Focus Process

Day 3 - Session 2  (3 hrs 38 min)
- Event Group photo / Closing announcements PowerPoint / and Instructions
- Orb Show: Includes the very first orbs captured @ Assay 2 Wksp – March 2002
- Focus Session: C&E® Activation Process / Neighborhood Walk®
- Ramtha Closing Video Teaching Excerpt: March 23, 2003:
  “Through the Looking Glass into Dark Matter” from Assay III Progressive Workshop